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Following the steps of a reaction by direct imaging of
many individual molecules

Dennis van Vörden,a Ben Wortmann,a Nico Schmidt,a Manfred Lange,a Roberto
Robles,b Lothar Brendel,a Christian A. Bobischa and Rolf Möllera

The dehydrogenation and dechlorination of FeOEP-Cl on
Cu(111) has been studied in detail by scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy. Although, it is not possible to follow the reaction
of an individual molecule, the complete pathway of the re-
action with 22 inequivalent intermediate states and the rates
of the involved processes are revealed. This is achieved by
combining the analysis of a large data set showing thou-
sands of molecules in the different stages of the reaction
with numerical simulations.

The identification of the reaction pathway and intermediate
states of a chemical reaction on a surface is in general a difficult
task. In particular, if intermediate species are scarce or almost
identical, spectroscopic techniques averaging over the whole sur-
face fail. 1 If the reactant remains at a fixed position while un-
dergoing the chemical reaction scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) and scanning force microscopy can be successfully applied
to follow the reaction of individual molecules.2,3 However, many
reactions require an activation causing the molecules to diffuse
along the surface. Instead of directly following the reaction, the
products can be looked at after reducing the sample temperature.
This has been demonstrated for isolated molecules4–7 and for the
formation of networks of organic molecules8–10. Marbach et al.
as well as Wintterlin et al. have shown that by looking at an en-
semble of molecules the rate for a reaction may be determined
for simple reactions.11,12

In this paper we show that by monitoring a very large ensemble
of molecules, the pathway of a reaction as well as the rates for the
different steps can be evaluated for a system with 22 intermediate
species and a simple branching scheme. The present study was
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performed on the 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin Fe(III)
chloride (FeOEP-Cl) molecule adsorbed on a Cu(111) surface.
FeOEP-Cl was demonstrated to be particularly interesting due
to its properties as a tunable single molecule magnet making it
a candidate for molecular spintronic devices.13–15 The Cu(111)
surface is known to catalyze the dehydrogenation of hydrocar-
bons at moderate temperature16,17 so that the stability of FeOEP-
Cl was an open question. In preliminary work, we saw that at
around 400 K the dehydrogenation of FeOEP-Cl starts and the
molecule may lose the chlorine ligand at any stage of the dehy-
drogenation so that the central Fe atom changes from the +3 to
the +2 oxidation state finally leading to the formation of iron-
II-tetra-benzo-porphyrin (FeTBP).18,19 This is accompanied by a
change of physical and chemical properties, e.g. different adsorp-
tion sites, different diffusion of the molecules as well as a modi-
fication of the spin state and the magnetic properties.13,20 Here,
we want to shed further light on the underlying reaction pathway.
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Fig. 1 STM images (T = 80 K, U =−0.2 V , I = 50 pA), structural models
and pictograms for different steps of the reaction. (a) initial FeOEP-Cl,
(b) vinyl group at an off-axis position, (c) benzene ring at the same
position, (d) dechlorinated. The dashed lines indicate the direction of
rows of copper atoms.
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The first steps of a possible reaction pathway are displayed
in Fig.1. (a) shows an STM image, a structural model and a
schematic representation of the initial FeOEP-Cl. By dehydrogena-
tion, one ethyl group is transformed to a vinyl group which has a
lower apparent height in the STM image (b). Once this reaction
has occurred, it is very likely that the neighboring ethyl group will
dehydrogenate as well leading to the formation of a benzene ring
(c). Like the vinyl-group it appears lower than the ethyl groups.
(d) displays the dechlorinated form of (c). The apparent height
of the center of the molecule is reduced. However, it should be
noted that the dechlorination can happen at any stage of dehy-
drogenation.
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Fig. 2 (a) STM images of a stepped Cu(111) sample showing about
600 molecules after heating to 430 K for 60 min. (T = 80 K, U =−0.2 V ,
I = 50 pA). The insets show magnifications enabling the differentiation of
the states. (b) STM image of FeOEP-Cl , (c) corresponding simulated
STM image based on the DFT calculation, (d) STM image of FeTBP, (e)
corresponding simulated STM image. At the bottom of the figure the
relaxed structures according to the DFT calculations for FeOEP-Cl(f)
and FeTBP(g) are shown. The dashed lines in (b)-(e) indicate the axis
of the molecule which is aligned to the substrate.

To analyze the complete chemical pathway from FeOEP-Cl to
FeTBP in detail the sample was prepared by depositing a sub-
monolayer FeOEP-Cl onto a clean Cu(111) surface, while the sam-
ple was kept at room temperature. This results in a distribution
of 65% FeOEP-Cl vs. 35% FeOEP on the Cu(111) terraces.18 To
induce the dehydrogenation and dechlorination the sample was
heated to 430 K for 1 hour resulting in a broad distribution of the
population of all states - initial, intermediate and final. To evalu-
ate the relative population of these states the sample is cooled to
80 K, immobilizing the molecules on the surface. High resolution
STM images were acquired allowing us to unambiguously iden-
tify the intermediate states for a large number of molecules. Fig.2
displays an STM image of about 600 molecules. The two insets
are magnifications of two smaller areas of the same image show-
ing that the different molecular states can be clearly identified.
Even though there appears to be some tendency for clusterization
there is no evidence for the formation of chemical bonds between
the molecules. Adjacent molecules have the same appearance as
individually adsorbed molecules so this has no influence on our
analysis. For comparison, STM images and the result of DFT cal-
culations of the initial and the final molecule are displayed below.

As can be seen in Fig.2(f) and (g), at T = 80 K the molecules
are oriented with one axis along a densely packed row of copper
atoms of the substrate. Since the Cu(111) surface has a threefold
symmetry, the four-fold symmetry of the molecule is reduced by
the adsorption. At the given reaction temperature however, the
molecules will rotate on the surface and even diffuse over step
edges. Therefore, the molecules’ adsorption geometry when the
sample is cooled down after the reaction does not call for a further
differentiation of the molecular states in our model of the reaction
pathways.

By analyzing several STM images, such as Fig.2, we could iden-
tify the intermediate states for more than 10000 molecules. A first
observation is that the number of molecules with two or more
vinyl groups is negligible. So to improve clarity they are omitted
in Fig.3 which shows the relative occupation of the states in the
yellow bar graph. Accordingly the probability to find intermedi-
ate states with one vinyl group is lower than to find the corre-
sponding state with the benzene ring formed at that position. So
evidently the rate of the ring closure is much higher than that of
the formation of a single vinyl group.

Another interesting observation can be made for the interme-
diate states where three to five ethyl groups are dehydrogenated.
There are roughly twice as many molecules with vinyl groups ad-
jacent to a benzene ring than molecules with a vinyl group oppo-
site a benzene ring. This is what can be expected for purely statis-
tical reasons since there are four different constellations possible
for an adjacent configuration, but only two for an opposing one.
Thus the vinyl group formation does not seem to be influenced
by the presence of benzene rings on the molecule. It is therefore
very likely that the vinyl group formation rate as well as the ring
closure rate is almost identical for all molecular states.

For a more extensive understanding of the complete pathway
of the transformation of FeOEP-Cl to FeTBP, the experimental ob-
servations are compared to a mathematical model describing the
population of every involved state as a function of time.
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Fig. 3 Relative population of the different states. The experimental
results are shown in yellow, the numerical simulation in black. The
molecules are sorted by their schematic representation.

Since we deal with a monomolecular reaction, we can use the
Polanyi-Wigner-equation of order one to describe the chemical re-
action.21 The rate Ri j(t) of transitions i → j in the system follows:

Ri j(t) = ri j(t)Ni(t) (1)

where Ni(t) is the number of molecules in state i and the tran-
sition probability ri j(t) is given by the Arrhenius rate:

ri j(t) = νi jexp
�
− Ei j

kBT

�
. (2)

Here νi j is the attempt frequency, Ei j the activation energy, kB

the Boltzmann-constant and T the temperature. The temporal
evolution of the number Ni(t) is then given by:

Ṅi(t) =

�
∑

j
r jiNj

�
−
�

Ni ∑
j

ri j

�
= ∑

j
Θi jNj, (3)

with
Θi j = r ji −δi j ∑

k
rik (4)

where δi j is the Kronecker-Symbol.
Hence, we obtain a set of rate equations describing the change

of the population of every involved state. Being linear, the
same system of ordinary differential equations rules the fractions
ni(t) ≡ Ni(t)/Ntot as well. Hence, we can write for �n, the tuple of
fractions,

�̇n = θ�n. (5)

For a fixed temperature T , the matrix θ is constant in time and
the solution follows as

�n(t) = exp(t θ) ·�n(0). (6)

So far, the description is completely general. The complexity
is largely reduced if one can assume that many rates vanish or
are negligible. We found that a good agreement between the ex-
periment and a numerical simulation is obtained based on the
following assumptions:

1. The rate of dehydrogenation is not influenced by benzene
rings that already formed on the same molecule.

2. The rate of dechlorination is independent of the dehydro-
genation.

3. The dehydrogenation rates of the chlorinated and the
dechlorinated molecules differ only by a constant factor.

4. The transformation occurs stepwise without bypassing inter-
mediate states.

The first assumption follows directly from the experimental ob-
servations as described in the preceding paragraphs. The second
assumption extends the idea that the dehydrogenation on one
arm of the molecule has little effect on the rest of the molecule
to the process of dechlorination. The dechlorination of FeOEP-Cl
on the other hand has been shown to cause significant changes
to the general properties of the molecule.13,20 Nevertheless, the
changes should influence all ethyl groups in the same way which
leads to our third assumption. As we did not find any striking ex-
perimental evidence against the fourth assumption we may faith-
fully ad it to greatly decrease the number of fitting parameters
and simplify the model. Thus, noting the above exceptions, the
assumptions are based on the idea that the different reactions are
independent of each other.

All possible reaction paths, starting with the initial state given
by the FeOEP-Cl and ending with the FeTBP, are displayed in
Fig.4. Since the observed number of molecules with two vinyl
groups is negligible they are not included in our model. For a bet-
ter overview equivalent states have been grouped reducing the
system to 22 distinct intermediate states. Equal rates are shown
with arrows of the same color. The numbers on the arrows are the
statistical weight given by the number of equivalent final states of
this reaction step.

Fixing the time unit as the duration t∗, the time the sample is
heated to induce the different reactions, only three rates ( f1, f2,
f3 for vinyl group formation, benzene ring formation, dechlorina-
tion) and the ratio c between the dehydrogenation rates of chlori-
nated and dechlorinated molecules are sufficient to fully capture
the reaction. We can determine these four parameters via numer-
ically minimizing:

∑
i

�
ni(t∗)−ni,exp

�2

ni(t∗)
(7)
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Fig. 4 Scheme of the reaction pathway. The dehydrogenation
processes occur within either one of the horizontal strands as indicated
by the arrows. The numbers at the arrows mark the statistical weight
given by the number of equivalent resulting states. A dechlorination can
happen at any time causing a transition from the chlorinated molecule in
the top strand to the corresponding dechlorinated one in the same
column in the bottom strand. The intermediate states with three to five
dehydrogenated ethyl groups can be differentiated by an adjacent or
opposite constellation of transformed groups. The numbers in these
states correspond to the experimentally obtained distribution in percent.

by means of Powell’s method22, where�nexp are the experimen-
tally measured fractions. The parameters ( f1, f2, f3,c) which pro-
vide the best fit to the experimental data are summarized in Tab.1.
The corresponding populations of the different states are super-
imposed on our experimental data in Fig.3 using black bars. The
good agreement suggests that the assumptions made above cap-
ture the basic features of the reaction.

Table 1 Rates providing the optimal fit to the experimental data. The
column to the right gives the difference in activation energy relative to
the dechlorination process.

c dechlor./chlor. rate ratio 1.88±0.03
chlorinated molecules rate (1/h) ΔE (meV )

f1 vinyl group formation 0.64±0.01 5±0.7
f2 benzene ring formation 3.65±0.08 70±0.5
f3 dechlorination 0.56±0.02 0

dechlorinated molecules
c f1 vinyl group formation 1.20±0.02 28±0.7
c f2 benzene ring formation 6.86±0.15 93±0.5

Based on the Arrhenius rate (see above), knowing the rates and
the temperature, the difference of the activation energy between
two processes k and l can be calculated (it is assumed that the
attempt frequencies are equal):

ΔEkl = ln
�

fk
fl

�
kBT. (8)

The values in Tab.1 are given relative to the dechlorination pro-
cess ( f3). To obtain the absolute values of the activation energy
the time or the temperature for the reaction has to be varied. This
was done in a previous work allowing us to estimate the activa-
tion energy for the dechlorination to be 1.2±0.1 eV . 19

In summary, we studied the transformation of FeOEP-Cl to
FeTBP, which involves 22 inequivalent intermediate states. The
evolution of the population of the states can be described well
with just four independent numbers, because the probabilities of
the different reactions are independent of each other and are de-
termined only by the very local environment. Previous reactions
on other parts of this small molecule do not play a role. This
is the case not only for the dehydrogenation of the ethyl groups
but also for the dechlorination of the iron core which both are
independent of the degree of dehydrogenation of the molecule.
However, if the molecule is dechlorinated, the rates for dehydro-
genation increase due an enhanced interaction with the support-
ing substrate.

Our work shows that the different steps of a chemical reaction
on a surface can be analyzed in great detail by looking at a large
ensemble of molecules after a time, which is sufficient for the
formation of the different intermediate and final states. If STM
can be used to distinguish the individual intermediate states, a
full reaction pathway can be unraveled. The relative occupation
of the intermediate states may be compared to the prediction of
a hypothesis, thereby verifying or dismissing models about the
mechanism of the reaction, involved rates, activation energies etc.
Once a model is developed, predictions for the reaction, like the
temporal evolution of the intermediate states etc., can be made,
e.g. for on surface synthesis or catalytic reactions. Since our
approach does not require a high temporal resolution it may be
directly applied to reactions of molecules on surfaces using stan-
dard scanning tunneling microscopy.
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